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Abstract. The depth distributions of refractive index (RI) in normal and early degenerated articular cartilage (AC)
were measured and correlated to the pathological statuses. Utilizing a confocal microscope, the depth distribution
of RI was determined with an interval of 50 μm from the articular surface and approximated as a smooth curve. The
fluctuation of RI was quantified with a specially defined coefficient and the proteoglycan (PG) loss was quantified
with histological images. The overall RI of the AC collected from the femoral condyles of mature sheep was 1.4444.
Significant differences existed in the refractive indices of different cartilage samples or even in the different depths of
the same sample. The RI of normal cartilage distributed as a regular ramp or arch curve with depth and peaked in the
middle–deep zone. The cartilage samples detected with high PG losses were coupled with severe fluctuations of RI.
The fluctuating level was increased with pathological progress. The coefficient of RI fluctuation can distinguish the
normal cartilage from the initially degenerated one, which potentially provides an indicator to detect the patho-
logical development of AC. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or
reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.18.10.105003]
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1 Introduction
Articular cartilage (AC) covers the bony end of synovial joints
to provide a sliding surface with extremely low friction and
attenuate the high pressure from body locomotion. AC is struc-
turally organized into four visible zones from the surface to sub-
chondral bone: superficial, middle, deep and calcified zones, in
terms of the concentration of proteoglycans (PGs), the orienta-
tions of collagen fibrils and the morphology of chondrocytes.1
The zonal structure is fundamental for maintaining the normal
physiological functions of AC.2 Therefore, the depth-dependent
properties of AC were systematically studied to investigate the
degeneration mechanism and the repair approaches.
Various physical parameters were involved in the studies of
the depth-dependent properties of AC including compression,3,4
tensile strength,5 shear behavior,6 osmotic swelling,7 ultra-
sound,8,9 and X-ray scattering.10 The mechanical parameters
were mainly used to assess the mechanical performance of AC
under different loading circumstances. Those nonmechanical
parameters were treated as indicators to indirectly quantify
the zonal reactions of AC tissue to the harsh loading spectrum
in synovial joints.
As one of the key optical properties, the refractive index (RI)
of AC and its depth-dependent property were rarely reported.
The RI characterizes the manner that light interacts with the
materials along the propagating path.11 Therefore, the RI of
AC is intimately associated with the microstructure and consti-
tutions of the extracellular matrix. The scattering and anisotropic
natures of AC determine the uneven distribution of RI.12,13
Both the biochemical and morphological variances induced
by AC degeneration could alter the RI gradient from the articular
surface to the deep zone. The depth distribution of RI could
potentially be used to monitor the pathological progress of
AC. In particular, the RI distribution of AC could help to
clinically diagnose osteoarthritis (OA) in early stage when the
visual assessment using arthroscopy hardly works. Confocal
microscopy was utilized in some studies to measure the tiny
deformations of the AC samples applied with various mechani-
cal and biochemical conditions.6,14,15 However, the RI mismatch
between the AC specimen and the confocal system can deform
the images along the optical axis.16 The RI distribution of AC
should be considered in such studies to minimize the errors
induced by the mismatched RI.
There have been some specialized techniques proposed for
determining the RI of various mammalian tissues.17–21
However, these methods have their limitations to be applied
to the RI distribution of AC, such as the large amount of sample
consumption or the difficulty to determine the RI within a small
spot. The only previous work about the depth-dependent RI dis-
tribution of AC was based on an optical coherent tomography
(OCT).22 The RI was measured in three different depths of the
AC plug with an interval of 0.5 mm. Since the general thickness
of health AC is about 1.0 to 2.5 mm depending on the positions
and species,23 0.5-mm-thick AC layer is not sufficiently thin to
characterize the exact RI distribution with depth. Furthermore,
the progress of calcification makes the total thickness of the
uncalcified cartilage even thinner, which requires the RI to
be measured more intensively from articular surface.
Our previous study proposed a reliable and accurate tech-
nique to measure the RI of AC within thin layers,24 which
was adopted in the present study to thoroughly investigate the
depth-dependent property of RI for the AC collected from fem-
oral condyles of adult sheep. The RI was measured from the
articular surface to the deep zone in an interval of about
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50 μm. The calcified zone was not included because this zone
barely transmits visible light. The corresponding histological
images were assessed to explore the association with the RI
distributions.
2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Specimen Preparation
Within 2 h of slaughter, six femoral condyles were harvested
from female sheep of 5 years old. Prior to AC collection, the
articular surface of each femoral condyle was visually inspected
to ensure the absence of OA.25 Four cylindrical AC plugs
attached with subchondral bones (A3 × 3 mm) were punched
from the load bearing region of each femoral condyle. Despite
only six joints being used, a total of 24 AC plugs were collected
for the experiment. All AC plugs were then manually cut into
two halves along the cylinder axis. One half of the AC plug
would be used for RI measurement. The other half for histologi-
cal section was fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin solution
for 24 h. Once the fixation was completed, the AC samples were
immersed in 1× phosphate-buffered saline solution (pH 7.4) to
prevent PGs diffusion into fixative.26
The semicylindrical AC plug used for RI measurement was
first embedded in O.C.T. (Tissue-Tek O.C.T. Compound,
Sakura Finetek USA, Inc., Torrance, CA) and then fast frozen
with liquid nitrogen. With a cryomicrotome (Leica cryostat
CM3050S, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) maintain-
ing at −20°C, the frozen AC plug was transversely sectioned
into semicircular discs of 50-μm thick. A series of AC discs,
which covered the depth from the articular surface to the end
of uncalcified region, were indexed to record the exact depths.
2.2 Confocal Scan and RI Calculation
The sectioned AC disc was stained with 0.03 g∕L Rhodamine B
for 1 min and carefully spread on an electrostatically adhesive
slide (Superfrost Plus, Lomb Scientific Ltd., Taren Point,
Australia). The deeper side of the AC disc was against the
slide to ensure the consistence of light propagation in all con-
focal scans. A drop of immersion oil (Type F, n ¼ 1.518, Leica
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) slightly stained with
Rhodamine B was placed next to the AC disc. A coverslip was
carefully covered on the two specimens so that they could have
the same thickness (Fig. 1). Once the redundant immersion oil
was squeezed out, the coverslip was sealed for confocal scan.
A standard confocal microscope (Leica TCS SP2 AOBS,
Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with an oil
immersion objective (Plan Apochromate, 63× and NA ¼ 1.40)
was used for image collection. The sample was excited with
a 561-nm diode-pumped solid-state laser and the emission
fluoresce was recorded through a 550 to 595 nm bandpass
filter. Three spots on the intersection region of the AC disc
and immersion oil were scanned (Fig. 1). The scanning spot
was 0.24 × 0.24 mm2 corresponding to an image of 512×
512 pixels. The scanning plane was shifted along the optical
axis of the objective with a step size of 0.47 μm.
The image process and RI calculation were completely iden-
tical to our previous work.24 The average RI of the three scan-
ning spots was used as the RI of that AC disc, which further
corresponded to the RI of a specific depth in the AC plug.
By repeating the same procedure on all AC discs sectioned
from the AC plug, a series of RI data coupled with the depth
data were acquired.
2.3 Quantification of RI Fluctuation
The discrete RI data and the corresponding depths were approxi-
mated to a smooth RI-depth curve. Two different aspects of the
RI–depth curve were characterized to quantify the RI fluctuation
with depth. One parameter was the amplitude of RI fluctuation
(ARI) which was featured as the extent between the global maxi-
mum and minimum of the RI–depth curve. The other parameter
was the total number of local maxima and minima that appeared
in the RI–depth curve (Ne) which indicted how frequently the RI
fluctuated. However, the number of local extrema is not directly
comparable between AC plugs because the AC plugs had differ-
ent thicknesses. Considering the AC thickness, the frequency of
RI fluctuation could be quantified as the average width of the
subinterval (We) divided by the local extrema of the RI–depth
curve
We ¼ TAC∕ðNe þ 1Þ: (1)
Here, TAC is the thickness of an AC plug. The denominator
of Eq. (1) is the number of subintervals in the RI–depth curve
divided by the local extrema. If a RI–depth curve is thinner or
has more local extrema, the corresponding We will be lower,
which means the local extrema are more densely exhibited in
the RI–depth curve.
The coefficient of RI fluctuation (CRI) was proposed to
comprehensively quantify the amplitude and frequency of RI
fluctuation as
CRI ¼ ARI∕We: (2)
CRI is a balanced coefficient that estimates the RI fluctuation
with combined effects of frequency and amplitude. A high CRI
indicates the RI intensively fluctuated in a wide extent.
2.4 Histology Assessment
The semicylindrical AC plugs retained for histology were
decalcified in rapid decalcifier (RDO Rapid Decalcifier, Apex
Engineering Products, Aurora, IL) for 5 h and automatically
dehydrated in a tissue processor (Leica ASP 200, Leica
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Thereafter, the half AC
plugs were embedded in paraffin blocks and sectioned
perpendicular to the cartilage surface with a thickness of 5 μm
(Leica RM2255 rotary microtome, Leica Microsystems,
Wetzlar, Germany).
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of sample arrangement. The shapes of the AC
disc and the immersion oil were simplified as rectangles. The three
scanning spots were noted in the top view diagram.
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To determine the pathological progress in the AC tissue used
for RI measurement, only the AC slices next to the confocal
scanning spots were selected to stain with 0.1% Safranin O
and 0.02% Fast Green.27 Safranin O is a cationic dye which
can bind to glycosaminoglycans (the side chains of PG macro-
molecules) in the extracellular ground substance of AC. Thus,
the Safranin O—Fast Green staining protocol has been widely
used as a marker for PG loss.28 After staining, the AC slices
were rinsed in 95% ethanol and mounted in slides. All histologi-
cal sections were automatically imaged by a bright-field digital
slide scanner with a 20× dry objective (ScanScope AT, Aperio,
Vista, CA).
The histopathology of the AC plugs was subjectively
assessed with Osteoarthritis Research Society International
(OARSI) system,26 primarily focusing on matrix organization,
chondrocytes, and PG degradation. The PG contents were
also quantified by calculating the intensity of red color in the
histological images which was reported proportional to the
wet weight fraction of PGs determined in a biochemical
way.29,30 An examining region in the histology image was man-
ually selected between the AC surface and the tide mark. For
each pixel located in the examining region, the perception of
red component (PR) was determined with Eq. (3) based on
the RGB color model
PR ¼ R∕ðRþGþ BÞ: (3)
Here R, G, and B represented the intensity of red, green, and
blue of the pixel, respectively. If PR < 1∕3, the red component
of this pixel was treated with no Safranin O stain and the cor-
responding PR was set to 0. The average intensity of the red
color (P̄R) was calculated for all pixels locating in the examining
region. The coefficient of PG loss (0 ≤ CPG ≤ 1) was deter-
mined by
CPG ¼ 1 − P̄R: (4)
If CPG ¼ 1, the PG contents in the corresponding AC slice
were severely depleted so that no PG macromolecules could be
stained by Safranin O. A very low CPG indicated that little PG
loss could be examined in the AC slice. However, CPG was just
linearly correlated to the wet weight fraction of PGs rather than
the exact percentage of the PG contents lost from the AC matrix.
The average CPG was calculated from a series of histological
images to reliably estimate the PG loss of an AC plug.
2.5 Statistical Process
The average RI of each AC plug and the corresponding standard
deviation were calculated to assess the RI diversity among sam-
ples. The AC plugs were categorized based on the features of RI
distributions. The average RI, coefficient of RI fluctuation, and
coefficient of PG loss were compared among different types of
RI distribution.
Single-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) (OriginPro 8
SR4, OriginLab, Orthampton, MA) was applied to each AC
plug to test whether the RI data measured from different depths
were significantly different (significant level α ¼ 0.01). The
average RI of AC plug was estimated with single-factor
ANOVA (α ¼ 0.01) to examine whether the RI was significantly
different among the AC plugs. Fisher’s least significant differ-
ence (LSD) method was used for the multiple comparisons of
the average RI between any two AC plugs.
3 Results
3.1 Overall RI and Statistical Results
The average RI of each AC plug and the corresponding standard
deviation were shown in the bar chart (Fig. 2). The AC plugs
were sorted by the thickness which was exhibited as the
black dot embedded in each bar. A total of 23 AC plugs were
successfully measured in the current study. Most of the AC
plugs (from plugs 3 to 18) had thicknesses within the range
of 350 to 500 μm. Two AC plugs were thinner than 250 μm
and five AC plugs were thicker than 550 μm.
Fig. 2 Average RI and uncalcified thickness of AC plug. Each vertical bar represents the average RI of one AC plug and the error bar indicates the
corresponding standard deviation. The AC plugs were sorted by the uncalcified thickness which was shown as the black dot.
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The overall RI of all AC plugs is 1.4444 0.0363. The
thickest AC plug has the lowest average RI (1.3960 0.0399,
plug 23), whereas the AC plug with the highest average RI
(1.4682 0.0289, plug 6) was in the range of medium thickness
(379.75 μm). The single-factor ANOVA test showed that the
average RI of the AC plug was significantly different (P <
0.01). However, the multiple comparisons of the 23 AC plugs
revealed that the RI difference was not necessarily significant
between any two of these AC plugs.
3.2 Types of RI Distribution and Histological
Assessment
For each AC plug, the RI was significantly different with depth
(P < 0.01). All of the 23 RI–depth curves showed visible fluc-
tuations despite that the fluctuating features were different. Nine
RI–depth curves distributed as gentle ramps extending from the
articular surface to deep zone. Among these nine samples, six
curves were upward and the other three curves had downward
tendencies. Four RI–depth curves revealed obvious arch shapes.
The RI of arch type distribution gradually increased from the
surface, peaked in the middle depth, and decreased thereafter.
In addition to these 13 RI–depth curves with regular distribu-
tions, the other 10 curves fluctuated as irregular waveforms.
This type of RI distribution had two or more local extrema and
distinctive fluctuating features. The typical examples of RI dis-
tribution and the corresponding histological images were shown
in Fig. 3.
In the two examples of ramp type RI–depth curve [Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b)], the RI persistently decreased (1.4466 to 1.4159) and
increased (1.4232 to 1.5003) with depth, respectively. Despite
that the RI locally fluctuated in these two examples, the main
trends were still monotonic ramps. The corresponding histologi-
cal images indicated that the PG contents were retained in high
concentrations. There were no visible chondron distortions or
surface abrasion. However, the absence of chondrocyte nuclei
was occasionally observed in the latter example [Fig. 3(b)].
In the example of arch RI distribution [Fig. 3(c)], the RI on
the articular surface was 1.4689 and the maximum RI of 1.4740
appeared in the depth of 134.41 μm which accounted for 32.2%
of the entire uncalcified thickness. The RI thereafter decreased
to 1.4430 in the deepest region. The histological image of this
example showed no noticeable damage on the surface and the
tidemark was clear without overlaps. The PG contents in all
zones were in normal levels.
The two curves shown in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e) were typical
waveform RI distributions. In Fig. 3(d), the RI waved as a
cosine-like function. The minimum RI (1.4280) was in the depth
of 135.69 μm and the peak RI (1.5085) appeared in the depth of
333.69 μm. The other waveform example [Fig. 3(e)] had com-
pletely different features. The RI gradually rose from 1.3952 to
the maximum of 1.4764 in middle depth (269.50 μm) and fluc-
tuated locally but decreased to 1.4007 at the deep end. Typical
features of early OA (Ref. 26) presented in the histological
images of these two waveform examples. There were some tiny
matrix defects parallel to the AC surface. Distorted chondrocytes
appeared in both middle and deep zones. The sporadic absence of
nuclei in the deep zone implied the partial apoptosis of chondro-
cytes. The tidemarks were obscure, discontinuous, and over-
lapped because of the expanded calcified zones. The PG loss
was presented in all zones, particularly the upper middle zone.
The microscopic inspection of histology showed that all of
the 13 AC plugs with regular RI distribution had distinct zonal
arrangement and appropriately organized chondrocytes. Surface
abrasion, superficial fibrillation, or proliferative changes of
chondrocytes were barely observed. The PG content was well
stained by Safranin O indicating little PG degradation. For the
other 10 AC plugs measured with waveform RI distributions,
however, early pathological development was assessed although
Fig. 3 Examples of RI–depth curves and the corresponding histological
images. The solid dots are the original RI data of different depths and the
error bars indicate the corresponding standard deviation. The left side of
the histological image is the articular surface. The five examples re-
present the typical RI distributions of upward ramp (a), downward
ramp (b), arch (c) and waveform (d and e). The PG contents were normal
in the first three examples (a, b and c) but lost as early OA in the other
two examples (d and e).26
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mechanical lesions were seldom detected. Visible focal rarefac-
tion and condensation of collagen fibrils existed in the superfi-
cial zone or upper middle zone, suggesting cartilage edema and
PG loss. According to the OARSI histopathology assessment
system,26 the 23 AC plugs used in this study provided sufficient
examples covering both physiologically health (Grade 0) and
early OA statuses (Grades 1 to 2).
3.3 Quantified RI Fluctuation and PG Loss
The coefficients of RI fluctuation and the coefficients of PG loss
were plotted together in Fig. 4 and were linearly regressed with
95% confidence bounds. The square of correlation coefficient
(r2) was only 0.65 and the F-test showed that there was no sig-
nificant linear correlation between the PG loss and the RI fluc-
tuation. The two dashed lines in Fig. 4 divided the data into two
main clusters. The 10 solid dots located in the upper right region
represented the 10 AC plugs classified as waveform type of RI
distribution. The coefficients of RI fluctuation and the corre-
sponding coefficients of PG loss of these 10 dots were higher
than 0.48 and 0.60, respectively. The 12 data points located in
the lower left corner of Fig. 4 were detected with regular RI
distributions (upward ramp, downward ramp, and arch). The
coefficients of RI fluctuation and the coefficients of PG loss
of these 12 samples were lower than 0.35 and 0.50, respectively.
Only one sample (plug 4, upward ramp type) was found with
observable PG loss (0.62) but low RI fluctuation (0.12).
A statistical comparison based on the types of RI distribution
was summarized in Table 1. The four types of RI distribution
had close average RI, whereas the average RI of arch type
was slightly higher. The AC plugs of downward ramp type
had a relatively thin thickness and narrow amplitude of RI
Fig. 4 Coefficient of RI fluctuation respecting to coefficient of PG loss. The hollow circles, hollow squares, solid triangles, and solid dots represent the
AC plugs classified as the RI distributing types of arch, upward ramp, downward ramp, and waveform, respectively. The solid line is the result of linear
regression (α ¼ 0.05, r2 ¼ 0.65).
Table 1 Characteristics of the AC plugs grouped by the types of refractive index (RI) distribution.
Type of RI distribution Downward ramp Upward ramp Arch Waveform
No. of AC plug 3 6 4 10
MeanRI SD 1.4377 0.0265 1.4410 0.0421 1.4609 0.0341 1.4407 0.0331
TAC (μm) 370.32 441.38 453.19 447.59
ARI (×10−2) 2.79 5.55 4.58 8.82
Ne 0 0 1 3
CRI 0.07 0.12 0.21 0.81
CPG 0.43 0.48 0.43 0.76
Note: The AC plugs were grouped by the types of RI distribution. The number of AC plugs belonging to each type was listed. The characteristics of the
AC plugs were calculated based on an average view of each type of RI distribution.
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fluctuation. Its coefficient of RI fluctuation was also the lowest
compared with the other three types of RI distribution. The
average thicknesses of AC plugs classified as upwards, arch,
and waveform were similar to each other. The AC plugs of
waveform type had the highest PG loss and the severest RI
fluctuation.
4 Discussion
4.1 Inconsistent Overall RI
As one of the fundamental optical parameters, RI is intimately
related to the composition and microstructure of AC.31 Since the
proportions of different compositions in AC vary from individ-
ual to individual,32 the RI data acquired from different sample
resources are different, which is demonstrated by the inconsis-
tent results previously reported in the limited number of studies.
The overall RI measured from the current study is 1.4444
0.0363, whereas the other study using bovine patellae AC
acquired an average RI of 1.358 0.022.22 The gap between
these two studies may be attributed to the different species
and measuring techniques. Even for the same species and tech-
nique, the inconsistency of RI still exists. Our previous work
reported that the overall RI of the AC collected from the femoral
condyles of newborn lambs was 1.3975 0.0156.24 Compared
with the current study, the RI of femoral AC has a growth of
3.36% from the newborn to mature stages. The possible reason
is the high proportion of water contents and little development
of calcification in the newborn AC,33 which enables better opti-
cal transparency.
Our previous study demonstrated that the average RI mea-
sured from the AC plug of newborn lamb was similar between
the samples.24 It may be because the diversities of structure and
composition rarely occurred on this initial stage of tissue differ-
entiation. However, the present study revealed significant differ-
ence among the average RI of adult AC, indicating the increased
diversity of physiological status in mature AC. The LSD multi-
ple comparisons revealed that even for the AC plugs collected
from the same condyle, the significant different RI could still
exist.
The AC plugs with thinner uncalcified thicknesses were gen-
erally accompanied with higher average RI (Fig. 2, AC plugs 1
to 6), whereas those thicker AC plugs could have either high or
low RI (plugs 7 to 23). Since the AC samples were harvested
from the same positions on the femoral condyles and the sheep
were fed under identical conditions, the diverse cartilage
thicknesses due to collecting positions23 had been minimized.
Considering the anisotropic property of AC,34,35 all confocal
scans were implemented with the same light propagating orien-
tation to maximally eliminate the artifacts of the measured RI.
Therefore, the inconsistent calcification of AC should be con-
sidered as a factor leading to RI inconsistency. The calcifying
progress generally leads to the tissue fibrillation and loss of
water contents, which could alter the light propagation.
4.2 RI Distribution with Depth
The current study classified the RI distributions into four catego-
ries according to the shapes of the RI–depth curves. The first
three types of the RI distribution are regular and contain less
local fluctuations. The upward ramp type and the arch type
actually are similar RI distributions. The amplitudes of RI fluc-
tuation are close for these two types (Table 1) and the difference
is only the exact depths of the maximum RI. The RI data of
downward ramp type vibrated in narrow extents and could be
approximated as constant distributions. The histological images
of the first three types of RI distribution rarely exhibited visible
pathological degeneration [Figs. 3(a)–3(c)]. Therefore, the RI of
normal adult AC should distribute as a regular ramp or arch with
depth and the highest RI appears in the middle–deep region. The
RI distributing features of normal AC could be interpreted with
the unique zonal structure and composition of cartilage matrix.
The density of hydrated AC was determined as an increasing
function with depth.7,9 In particular, the water content of normal
adult AC decreases from superficial zone to deep zone.36 The RI
of water content is close to 1.33, whereas the dry collagen fibrils
have a higher RI of 1.53.37 This special biochemical constitution
of normal AC enables the increasing trend of RI along depth
direction. The orientation of collagen contents has strong influ-
ence to the light propagation.38 The oblique and irregular organi-
zation of collagens in the middle zone of AC (the middle 40 to
60% depth) could impede the original propagating path of light,
which possibly makes the RI peak in the middle–deep region.
The waveform type of RI distribution is characterized as
strong irregular RI fluctuation which cannot be universally
expressed with simple mathematical functions because the spe-
cific RI fluctuations vary from sample to sample. Even for the
AC plugs with similar histological statuses, the RI still fluctu-
ated in its unique way [Figs. 3(d) and 3(e)]. The corresponding
histological images of the 10 AC plugs with waveform RI dis-
tribution showed visible features of early OA, such as PG loss,
chondrocytes distortion, and tiny mechanical abrasion. This sub-
jective inspection in the basis of AC histology initially demon-
strated that the RI distribution with depth could be altered by the
pathological progress in cartilage matrix.
The RI measuring technique adopted in this study was
already demonstrated with sufficient high accuracy.24 But unex-
pected artifacts still may be induced in the measured RI distri-
bution. Since the RI of AC was measured within a thin tissue
layer with finite thickness, it actually represented the average RI
within this AC layer. The exact RI distribution with depth is hard
to acquire, but it can be well approximated by using a small step
size of measurement. In this study, the RI specifying to a depth
actually represents the average RI within a cuboid tissue about
0.72 × 0.24 × 0.05 mm3. Besides, the cryomicrotomy process
may trim the most superficial layer off so that the RI–depth
curve actually starts from a depth slightly deeper than the artic-
ular surface (≤50 μm). The other potential error is that the tissue
used for histology cannot ideally be the original tissue with RI
measured. To best match the histology assessment with the RI
distribution, the AC tissue next to the scanning spot was col-
lected for histological slices. Since the AC slice for histology
is only 5 μm, the pathological diversity between the tissues
used for RI measurement and histology has been minimized.
Up to our knowledge, optical parameters were rarely
involved in the studies of the depth-dependent properties of
AC. In the OCT-based study, the highest RI of normal AC
was detected in the deep layer, which actually referred to the
average RI within the deepest one-third thickness of the AC
sample.22 Our study had the consistent result that the RI of nor-
mal AC peaked in the middle–deep region. The depth distribu-
tion of birefringence was also studied with polarized microscopy
because it is closely related to the density and orientation of
collagen fibrils.38–41 The birefringence of normal AC decreased
from the articular surface but increased throughout the deep
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zone until it peaked in the tidemark.42 However, for the AC sam-
ples collected from dogs with running training, the birefringence
in both superficial and deep zones decreased almost a quarter
compared with the controls.39 These previous studies suggested
that the birefringence of AC could be changed once the organi-
zation of the collagen meshwork was altered by external loads.
Accordingly, the RI distribution should also react to the zonal
orientation and disorganization of collagen fibrils.
The depth-dependent mechanical properties of AC were
already comprehensively investigated. It is well known that
the tensile and shear properties of AC are mainly determined
by the collagen meshwork and the compressive stiffness is pre-
dominantly related to PGs.42,43 The PG content of normal AC
increases with depth,36,44 which enables the depth increase of
compressive modulus.3,44,45 It implies the potential connection
between the RI and the mechanical properties of AC. All of
these depth-dependent properties of AC demonstrate that the
zonal structure has fundamental influence to the performance
of AC and also provides the key basis for detecting AC
degeneration.
4.3 RI Fluctuation and Pathological Progress
To determine the potential correlation between RI distribution
and OA progress, a quantitative technique was adopted in the
estimation of PG loss. For normal AC (lower left corner of
Fig. 4), the coefficient of RI fluctuation was low and insensitive
to the PG concentration. This is because the PG loss in normal
AC is maintained in similar levels and hence, the RI fluctuations
measured from these samples are similar. However, other fac-
tors, such as the development of calcification and the propor-
tions of different matrix compositions, could induce slight
diversity in RI fluctuations. In the upper right region of
Fig. 4, the 10 AC plugs were detected with waveform of RI dis-
tribution and distributed as two separated groups (circled as
Group A and Group B). Despite the similar average RI of
these two groups, the average PG loss of Group B is 37.50%
higher than Group A, but the coefficient of RI fluctuation mea-
sured from Group B is averagely 43.28% higher than Group A
(Table 2). Comparing the PG loss and RI fluctuation in normal
AC, Group A and Group B, it is reasonable to conclude that the
severity of RI fluctuation increases with the proportion of PG
loss. However, the coefficient of RI fluctuation may still have
difficulty in distinguishing the pathological progress of two
AC samples in which the PG loss does not sufficiently differ.
There is only one AC plug which has very low RI fluctuation
as well as a relative high level of PG loss (Fig. 4), but the single
exception is insufficient to deny the correlation between RI
fluctuation and PG loss.
The correlation of PG loss and RI fluctuation outlined above
is based on an average view. For individual AC sample, PG loss
is not the only factor that influences the RI fluctuation of AC.
Other factors, such as AC thickness and collagen origination,
could also alter the RI distribution with depth. Therefore, AC
plugs with higher PG loss could even have lower RI fluctuations
than those AC plugs with less PG loss (Fig. 4). Despite the dif-
ficulty to isolate the exact impact of a single factor to RI fluc-
tuation of AC, the coefficient of RI fluctuation proposed in this
study can correctly distinguish the AC samples with initial
pathological degenerations from the normal cartilages, which
suggests the potential to detect OA in early stage.
PG concentration has been treated as a standard indicator to
grade the development of OA.25,26,46 Since the coefficient of RI
fluctuation demonstrated the capability to detect the PG loss of
AC, it could be potentially incorporated into preclinical appli-
cations. In particular, the histological assessment shows that the
AC samples are either healthy or merely degenerated in early
stage, which suggests the potential of RI fluctuation for the diag-
nose of early OA. The RI measuring technique utilized in this
study is possible to be developed into an in vivomethod by accu-
rately manipulating the lens motion of a confocal arthroscopy. In
this way, the RI distribution can be acquired with minimum
injury to cartilage. Further work is to establish the thorough cor-
relation between the depth distribution of the RI and the AC
samples histologically assessed with various grades of OA.
5 Conclusions
The present study investigated the influence of pathological
progress, especially PG loss, to the RI distribution of AC. The
tissue differentiation from newborn stage to adult period can
increase the overall RI of AC. For mature AC, both the overall
RI and the RI distribution vary with samples. The RI of normal
AC distributes as a regular ramp or arch and peaks in the middle–
deep region. The early degenerated AC samples have remarkable
and various RI fluctuations. The progress of PG loss can aggra-
vate the RI fluctuation. Therefore, the quantitative RI fluctuation
potentially provides a new approach to detect the pathologically
degeneration in AC, especially for early OA. Further work is
required to clarify the exact interacting mechanism between
the biochemical alterations and the RI distribution of AC.
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